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When you hear that a new Seay album is in the offering, the one thing you can
be sure of will be the pristine production quality of the album, and on A Winter
Blessing – The Gift, we not only have that, but we have one of the most
interesting and brilliantly performed seasonal albums I have heard for simply
ages.
From the thoroughly entertaining and stunning arrangement of Carol of the
Bells, which in my view was innovative to the max and extremely inventive to
start with, to the quite breath-taking All Around the World, perhaps this
should be the first ever world anthem, it’s a great song, beautifully sung and
one of those pieces that will make you tingle from head to toe.
This album is a collection of winter arrangements that literally sparkles like the
ice filled paths on a December afternoon; we have the ever charming and quite
peaceful Snowfall, the utterly iridescent Winter’s Light and if we drift back we
can marvel at the sublime lyrics of the song Father Christmas Eyes. I listened to
this song a few times and got truly emotional over it, perhaps we need to have
Father Christmas Eyes 365 days a year instead of one!
This is more than just a holiday album, to be honest it is far superior to that,
this is not just a collection of really good seasonal compositions, this release is
probably just what the world needs right now, and Seay as an artist has the
passion and honesty to make it happen.
A Winter Blessing –The Gift in my view has set a new bench mark for
seasonal/Christmas based albums, it has really raised the bar, or should that be

the star, to the very top of the tree. This is an album with fourteen fabulous
tracks, perfectly produced and performed; as an album goes this one will move
you to tears of joy and will raise your hopes to think that perhaps we’re all not
that much different from one another after all.
A Winter Blessing –The Gift is one album that you should have in your
collection, it will make your Christmas shine and perhaps even inspire you to
heights previously not known too; this is thoroughly recommended listening
indeed.

